Hello, and welcome to the August, 2015 QuikBoards
and Scott Morrison Consulting newsletter. In the
summer, many companies (and most of my clients)
experience "busy season", when their products and/or
services are in the highest demand for the year.
Throughout this season, it is imperative that the daily
and weekly 5S activities aren't thrown by the wayside
because "no one has time". Well, there's always time to
do things... if they have a high priority given to them by
the management team.
Let's think about the converse of that "no time"
argument... if everyone continues to do daily/weekly
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cleaning, even if it is of reduced length and scope on
the busiest of days, then you won't face the
monumental task at the end of the season of catching up to reset your baseline of
cleanliness. Also, perhaps even more important, continuing to clean and organize
work areas prevents items (tools, products, paperwork, etc.) from getting
dislocated, hard to find (or never found), and as a consequence adding significant
wait times to your operations.
Waiting time is one of the Eight Wastes defined by Toyota. Many of you already
know about the eight types of muda lurking in offices and shop floors. The first
article this month introduces (or refreshes) the Eight Wastes, with pictures to
illustrate the descriptions.
For a few clients I conduct 5S Audits (5th S = "Sustain"), and I use these regular
walk-throughs to not only provide management with a numerical score of how well
each area of the audited facility is performing relative to 5S, but also to identify
opportunities for both short- and long-term process and quality improvement.
Routinely observing and auditing operations on-site from a lean perspective is a
form of gemba walk. The second article this month is a reprint (by permission of the
author) of a letter published by the American Society for Quality (ASQ) in the
"Expert Answers" section of their April, 2015 Quality Progress magazine. The letter,
written by Peter Sherman of Riverwood Associates in Atlanta, GA, covers very
straightforward guidelines for taking gemba walks, their purpose, and what/how
corrective actions should arise from them.
I hope you enjoy the pictures and articles, and we'll see you next month.

The Eight Wastes
Taiichi Ohno was an industrial engineer at Toyota who developed the forerunner of
lean, The Toyota Production System. Mr. Ohno originally identified seven common
sources of waste (muda) in production processes, and later added underutilized
people as the eighth waste:
1. Overproduction ahead of demand.
2. Waiting for the next process, worker, material or equipment.
3. Unnecessary transport of materials (for example, between functional areas or
facilities, or to or from a stockroom or warehouse).
4. Overprocessing of parts due to poor tool and product design.
5. Inventories more than the absolute minimum.
6. Unnecessary movement by employees during the course of their work (such as
to look for parts, tools, print or help).
7. Production of defective parts.
8. Underutilization of employees’ brainpower, skills, experience and talents.
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What waste lies hidden in your production and information processes? Go out to
the shop floor… here are some good places to start your investigation:
• Are there any storage areas within or adjacent to the work flow that have multiple
stacks of bins or pallets containing product greater than three days’ old?
• Is anyone idle for more than a few minutes several times during the workday while
working in the production process?
• Scrap and/or recycling bins full, especially if the contents are primarily one item?
• Are workers congregating at a machine during downtime?
• Is rework occurring?
• Are fork trucks and hand jacks constantly in use back and forth in the aisles?
Once you’ve identified a couple of areas for improvement, what’s next?
• Solicit help from the people who are working in that area – chances are very good
that they already know there’s a problem and they can contribute to solving it.
• Collect and analyze data to provide a clear picture of the size/scope of the
problem, examples include:
Histograms and Check Sheets for frequencies and categories of problems;
Time Studies of operations to determine if standard work is present, and if not,
provide data to establish it;
Map/Diagram the process, including physical layouts, process flow charts,
“spaghetti” diagrams to indicate product flow, and/or value stream mapping to
indicate where value-added work is occurring.
• Specify corrective actions based your findings… start small with a pilot before
expanding.
• Monitor progress, continue collecting and analyzing data to confirm the changes
are working, and if the data tells you otherwise, regroup and make other changes.
1 “Quality Glossary”, Quality Progress, June 2007, pg. 45.

Gemba Walk - Expert Answers
We know this may be hard to read on some screens. Please click Gemba Walk for
a downloadable pdf file, if needed. Enjoy!

Visit us at our website, Quikboards , to learn more
about customizing boards for your facility and
manufacturing space.
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